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We have made every effort to ensure that these instructions are accurate and complete. We cannot, however, be responsible for human error, typographical mistakes, 
or variations in individual work.

Materials: 
 Baby weight or fingering weight yarn, 20 oz white
 Size D (3.25 mm) crochet hook or size needed for   
  gauge

Gauge: 9 sps = 5''
 9 rows = 5"

Gauge note:  Each sp and each block must be exactly as 
wide as it is high or the shawl will not be triangular.  Make 
certain that row and st gauges measure exactly the same. 

SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
Bl ‑ block

Filet crochet is an old form of crochet which is becoming 
very popular once again. It is worked from a chart in 
which empty squares represent spaces and filled‑in squares 
represent blocks. After you work the practice swatch, 
compare it with Fig. 1. You should have blocks on your 
swatch where there are black squares in the chart, and 
spaces in your swatch where there are empty spaces in the 
chart. Once you have worked the small swatch, you should 
be able to work the shawl from Fig. 2, making a space 
where indicated by an empty space on Fig. 2. and a block 
where there is a black space on the chart.

Practice Swatch: 
Ch 24 loosely.

Row 1: Tr in 9th ch from hook,* ch 2, sk 2 ch, tr in next 
ch; rep from *across: 6 sps made; ch 5, turn, (ch 5 counts as 
first tr and ch 2 of next row). 

Row 2: Tr in next tr (sp made), ch 2, tr in next tr (sp 
made), in next Sp, work a bl as follows: work a tr until 
2 loops rem on hook, YO twice, insert hook in same sp, 
hook yarn and pull through, (YO and pull through 2 loops) 
twice; 3 loops rem on hook, YO and pull through all 3 
loops (tr dec made), tr in next tr (bl made), work a bl in 
next sp, ch 2, tr in next tr, ch 2, tr in 3rd ch of turning ch, 
(2 sps made), ch 5, turn.

Row 3: Work a sp, bl, sp, sp, bl, sp; ch 5, turn.

 
 
 

 
Row 4: Work a sp, ch 2, sk tr dec which forms bl of prev 
row, tr in next tr, bl, bl, ch 2, sk tr dec of prev row, tr in 
next tr, ch 2, tr in 3rd ch of turning ch, ch 5, turn. 

Row 5: Sp, sp, bl, bl (working tr dec in tr dec of prev row), 
sp, sp; ch 5, turn. 

Row 6: Work sps across, finish off. Piece should measure 
approx 31/2" x 31/2".

To work diagonal edge: Work to within 2 tr of end of row 
(not counting ch 5), tr in next tr, do not ch, tr in 5th ch of 
turning ch, ch 5, turn. 

Next Row: Tr in next tr, continue patt from chart. You 
have dec 1 sp, a diagonal line should be formed. This will 
be the top or shoulder edge of the shawl. 

INSTRUCTIONS
Ch 294 loosely. 

Row 1: Tr in 9th ch from hook, work sps across row to last 
3 chs, do not ch after last tr, end tr in last ch, ch 5, turn. 
You should have 96 sps counting diagonal sp at end of row. 

Row 2: Tr into next tr (this forms diagonal edge), then beg 
working from Fig. 2, being sure to beg at Row 2. Continue 
to end and beg rows at diagonal top edge as for Rows 1 and 
2. At end of last row on chart, end ch 1, turn and work sc 
along diagonal edge, taking care to space sts to keep work 
flat. At end, ch 1, turn. Sc in each sc. Finish off. Lightly 
steam rows of sc. 

Fringe: Following Basic Fringe Instructions, make double 
knot fringe. Each tassel contains 9 strands, each 24'' long. 
Tie a tassel in every other sp of sides.

Grapevine Filet Shawl

FIG. 1
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BASIC FRINGE INSTRUCTIONS
Cut a piece of cardboard about 6" wide and half as long as 
specified in instructions for finished strands. Wind yarn 
loosely around cardboard, cut across one end when card is 
filled Cut a big pile of strands and then start fringing; you 
can wind more strands as you need them.

Fringe with wrong side of work facing you. For single knot 
fringe, put the number of strands specified for one tassel 
together and fold in half. With crochet hook (Fig. 3) draw 
folded end through space or st, pull loose ends through 
folded section and draw knot up tightly (Fig. 4) Repeat, 
spaced as specified in individual instructions. Trim ends 
to even off. For double knot fringe, after completing fringe 
as specified above, turn so right side of work is facing you. 
Work knots as shown in Fig. 5 and 6 across.

General Instructions

FIG. 2

FIG. 3

FIG. 4

FIG. 6

FIG. 5


